**STEP 1: GETTING STARTED**

Position the system as shown noting the location of the Clicks, Hinges and Adjustable Feet.

**STEP 2: FRAME**

Flip the left side of the system up as shown. Note: The Clicks are attached to the upper frames and the feet remain on the floor. The Clicks will "snap" in place with downward pressure on the upper half of the system. The vertical hinge “bulge” must point toward the outside of the system. You must be sure that this bulge points outward before folding down or you may damage the vertical hinge.
STEP 3: FRAME - KICK OPEN

Once the system is set-up, unfold the side frames and check that all of the clicks are engaged in the lower frames. To remove the space between the frames, engage the clicks by gently pulling down on the upper frame. Listen for the "click" sound.

STEP 4: FRAME - POSITION

Now adjust the frames to the desired position. You may need to adjust the feet on the bottom of the frame to compensate for an uneven floor or accommodate power cords.

You are now ready to add your accessories.
STEP 5: HEADER FRAMES

To install a header frame, simply lower the header frame onto the top of the desired frame. Be sure that the Header Pins go into the side channel of the target frame. NOTE: If the Header Pins are slightly bent, they may be straightened with a pair of pliers. To order replacement Pins, please refer to Part No.10125

STEP 6: LIGHTING

The light pins fit into one of three holes on top of your system or header panels. The black cords plug into the back of the light fixture. NOTE: These are three-prong grounded plugs. The 50 watt quartz replacement bulb is Part No.7006 and the 200w replacement bulb is Part No.7001.

WARNING: After use, allow the bulbs to cool for fifteen minutes. Handling these while they are hot may damage the filament.
**STEP 7: PANEL LOADING**

1. Position the display so that the adjustable feet are on the top. Remove the adjustable feet by unscrewing them.

2. To change panels remove the sliders by applying pressure in the direction shown at left. Slide the ‘Slider’ completely off the frame.

3. Unfold the system as shown at left and if necessary, remove the existing panels.

**STEP 8: PANEL LOADING**

4. The picture on the top identifies the panels by number. The center-right drawing depicts the panel numbers as they apply to your unfolded system. Load the panels accordingly. NOTE: Panels 5 to 8 are loaded upside down. NOTE: To load the backside of a Double-Loaded System, place the ‘back’ panel behind its corresponding front panel. E.g. the upper left panel for the backside of the system should be loaded behind panel number four. Be sure to load it with the proper end to the top.

5. With the panels in the proper position, replace the ‘Sliders’. Also, re-install the feet on panels 5 to 8 (2 per frame). Your system is now ready for use.